Abstract

Cognitive task analysis (CTA) is a type of analysis in applied psychology aimed at capturing the procedural knowledge domain experts. In CTA, often heavy human labor is involved to interview domain experts and convert the transcript into structured knowledge, e.g., flowchart. To reduce human efforts and scale the process, in this paper, we design a chatbot system to extract the procedural knowledge from experts automatically. The chatbot asks questions to experts about the procedures of a task, then extracts procedural knowledge from the answers and asks new questions based on the extracted knowledge on-the-fly. Equipped with natural language understanding features and off-the-shelf text-to-speech / speech-to-text, the chatbot can interview human expert in spoken language.

1 Introduction

Cognitive task analysis (CTA) is a tool for training, instructional design, and development of expert systems focusing on extracting the knowledge from domain experts. CTA requires interviews with domain experts and parsing the interview transcript into structured text describing processes, which both require heavy human labor, and become the major hurdles of scaling up CTA. Therefore, automated approach to extract structured knowledge from domain experts is important.

To automate the CTA process, we develop a dialogue system to interview domain experts. The system consists of 4 parts: 1) Human interface, including textual dialog interface, voice interface, and graph interface; 2) Natural Language Understanding (NLU); 3) Policy model and 4) Procedural knowledge graph. Please refer to Fig. 1 for a general view.

More specifically, NLU understands answers from experts, extract user’s intentions and filling the slots, and updates the procedural knowledge graph; policy model generates new questions based on user’s intentions, slots and the procedural knowledge graph. The goal of the dialogue system is to complete the procedural knowledge graph by interviewing human domain experts.

We present our dialogue system demo and show it could conduct CTA interview with domain experts automatically and collect procedural knowledge within the dialog.

2 Related Work

Our work is closely related to procedural extraction, however we focus on dialog which is an interactive setting.

Cognitive task analysis. Cognitive task analysis is a powerful tool for extracting knowledge and thought processes of experts widely used in different domains (Schaagen et al., 2000; Seamster and Redding, 2017). Yet, it is time-consuming and not scalable. Recent years, with the development of natural language processing, techniques are in-
Figure 2: User answers system’s question about objective

Figure 3: User answers system’s question about step

Recent advances in machine reading comprehension, textual entailment (Devlin et al., 2018) and relation extraction (Zhang et al., 2017) shows the contemporary NLP models have the capability of capturing causal relations in some degree. However, it is still an open problem to extract procedural information from text. There were some attempts to extract similar procedural information on well-structured instructional text from how-to community. Park and Motahari Nezhad (2018) treated procedural extraction as a relation extraction problem on sentence pair extracted by pattern matching. They used OpenIE for pattern extraction and hierarchical LSTM to classify relation labels of sentence pairs.

Goal-oriented Dialogue System Goal-oriented systems aim to assist the user to complete certain tasks (e.g. finding products, and booking accommodations and restaurants). The widely applied approaches to goal-oriented systems are to treat the dialogue response as a pipeline that first understand the message given by human, represent it as a internal state, then take some actions according to the policy with respect to the dialogue state, and finally the action is transformed to its surface form as a natural language. Though language understanding is processed by statistical models, most deployed dialogue systems still use manual features or handcrafted rules for the state and action space representations, intent detection,
and slot filling.

Our dialogue system is not a traditional goal-oriented dialogue system, since it has infinite number of states and goals. Our dialogue system asks new questions continually with the policy model, based on the extracted knowledge, until the procedural knowledge graph is completed.

**Dialogue System with External Knowledge**

Recently, researchers began to incorporate external knowledge to enhance reply generation of dialogue systems, for example, filling reply templates using text retrieved from external knowledge graph. However, our dialogue system is more advanced: it is updating the knowledge graph based on the conversation.

## 3 Framework

The system consist of 4 parts: 1) Human interface; 2) Natural Language Understanding (NLU); 3) Policy model and 4) Procedural knowledge graph. Please refer to Fig. 1 for a general view.

### 3.1 Human interface

We provides 3 interfaces for users: voice interface, textual dialog interface and graph interface. Voice input would first interpreted into transcript, then treated as text input; Graph interface display and manipulate procedural knowledge graph directly and is easy for visualization and debugging.

### 3.2 Natural Language Understanding (NLU)

There are 2 components in NLU: intent detection and slot-filling. For text input from user, the two components would be executed to understand user’s input and parsed them into structured information, then we can update the procedural knowledge graph and generate new questions with these information.

### 3.3 Policy Model

To conduct interview like human, our dialogue system need to ask question with intelligent instead of fixed templates. Here we adopt a policy model which could generate new questions based on NLU parsing results and procedural knowledge graph on-the-fly.

### 3.4 Procedural knowledge graph

Procedural knowledge graph helps our dialogue system to track the state of interview. It’s a infinite space of states and the transitions could be updated during the conversations, which is the distinguishing property of our dialogue system.

## 4 Demonstration

In this section we present screenshots of our demo system with a CTA interview case on Sudoku game:
5 Conclusion

In this paper, we demonstrate our dialogue system for automated CTA interview, which asks questions to experts about the procedures of a task, then extracts procedural knowledge from the answers and asks new questions based on the extracted knowledge on-the-fly. Screenshots shows it’s user friendly, could conduct CTA interview with domain experts automatically, and collect procedural knowledge within the dialog.
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Figure 5: The overall procedural knowledge graph